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‘In our school we learn and love, we pray and play,
following in the footsteps of Jesus Christ.’

NEWSLETTER

Special Edition - Remote Learning 2
During half term, GF (Class 2G) kept himself occupied with his little brother by reading
all about different types of aeroplanes
through history, making them out of Lego,
and EVEN making a book about planes.

ED in Willow Class, was very busy this half-term
creating all sorts of animals out of toilet rolls!

AD in Class 2B, enjoyed feeding the parrot at Hyde Park
and took a photo of the deer
at Richmond Park
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Well done to those of you who took on one of the half term challenges set by the Head Boy and
Head Girl. The Skittles Challenge was very popular!

GF in Class 2G and his little brother LOVED doing the
skittles challenge. They made a special trip to buy the
skittles and did a quick check to see if all the flavours
were tasty - they were. Then they had to decide which
were their favourite flavours (GF's is orange, but his
brother's is green). Then thankfully there were still enough
skittles left to do the challenge. They even tried making a
different pattern and seeing if that worked in the same
way.

GS in Willow Class has been busy baking and completing the Skittles Challenge. What a beautiful pattern?

SM in Willow Class has tried
a new food. Well done!
GM in Class 6G has built a card tower and read a whole book to
her new baby brother. Although, reading a whole book wasn’t too
much of a challenge as GM loves to read!

GG in Class 6G and GG in Willow class have been extremely busy completing many of the Half Term Challenges!
Star jumps for 30 seconds

Designing and
making board
games

Building a den and
completing the Skittle
Challenge
Building a card tower and baking

CM in Class 1B has learnt
how to peel a banana like
a monkey!

JU in Class 2B has been busy baking and taking on the
Skittles Challenge!

SH in Class 6G and
AH in Class 2G have
completed two of the
challenges by baking
these delicious cookies
and creating a
treasure map!

A bridge created using pasta by VS in Class 2B.

MB in Class 2B has created a wonderful world map puzzle.

This is the Eiffel Tower
made from pasta.
Designed and created by
A-LS in Class 3B.

J U-S in Class 2B has
also taken some beautiful
photographs

EB in Class 6G has
created a bridge using
just spaghetti!

